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ABSTRACT

iMabry, Thomas Richard M.S., Purdue University, December, 1987. A
Detection Theory Analysis of Visual Display Performance. Major
Professor: Robert D. Sorkin. I

This study investigated how information is processed from graphic

vs. alphanumeric multi-element visual displays using principles derived

from the Theory of Signal Detection (TSD). A diagnostic d6cision task I
was used in an evaluation of four different display formats: (1) A

numerical display composed of n two-digit numbers arranged in a linear

horizontal format; (2) a similar numerical display in which the ditplay

elements were arranged in a square matrix array; (3) an analog gauge

display composed of n vertical line gauges also organized in a square

matrix array; and (4) a similar analog gauge display in which the

display elements were arranged in a linear horizontal format.

Performance was evaluated for 1, 2, 4, 9, and 16 element displays and

over a range of display durations. Detection performance, as measured

by d', increased as the number of display elements was increased up to

an asymptotic value that was dependent on display cype, arrangement and

display duration. Performance was best with analog display elements

arranged in a horizontal line.

The relative influence of a particular spatial element and the

total number of elements that Influence a subjects's response appears

to be highly dependent on display type and arrangement. When

(,K. /
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processing information from numeric li.splays, only a few central

elements influence the response. With analog displays, a gieater

number of display elements have a bearing on the subject's response.

Detection theory methodology allows specification of important

parameters of visual display processing and facilitates the comparison

of different display types.
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ABSTRACT

Mabry, Thomas Richard H.S., Purdue University, December, 1987. A

Detection Theory Analysis of Visual Display Performance. Major
Professor: Robert D. Sorkin.

This study investigated how information is processed from graphic

vs. alphanumeric multi-elcenent visiual displays using principles derived

from the Theory of Signal Detection (TSP). A diagnostic decision task

was used in an evaluation of four different display formats: (I) A

numerical display composed of n two-digit numbers arranged in a linear

horizontal format; (2) a similar numerical display in which the display

alawnts were alaý,ed !Lk a 4uai~e ML-Lix aLray. (3) an analog gauge -

display composed of n vertical line gauges also organized in a square

matrix array; and (4) a similar analog gauge display in which the

display elements were arranged in a linear horizontal format.

Performance was evaluated for 1, 2, 4, 9, and 16 element displays and

over a range of display durations. Detection performance, as measured

by d'. increased as the number of display elements was increased up to

an asymptotic value that was dependent on display type, arrangement and

display duration. Performance was best with analog display elements

arranged in a horizontal line.

The relative influence of a particular spatial element and the

total number of eiements that influence a subjects's response appears

to be highly dependent on display type and arrangement. When

ýN JW
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processing information from numeric displays, only a few central

elements influence the response. With analog displays, a greater

number of display elements have a bearing on the subject's response.

Detection theory methodology allows specification of important

parameters of visual display processitig and facilitates the comparison

of different display types.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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INTRODUCTION

The choice of display code and format is a critical step in the

process of designing visual displays. The type, arrangement and number

of displays can directly affect the performance of the intended user,

yet there doesn't seem to be any general algorithm to guide tnese

"design decisions (Tullis, 1983). Today's sophisticated computer

graphic capabilities highlight the need for such guidelines because

hardware limitations and economics no longer dictate whether a display

will be graphic or alphanumeric. A designer can now concentrate on

optimizing human operator performance and not be concerned withI exceeding the capabilities of the machinery that generates the visual

displays. This study compares how information is processed from

graphic vs. alphanumeric multi-element visual displays using principles

derived from the Theory of Signal Detection (TSD). Two TSD based

performance models will be discussed ind eialuated. This study also

investigates how subj1cts aggregate information from multi-element

visual displays when di.play duration is too short to allow for full

processing of all display information.

Previot's Exoeriments

Empirical evidence directly comparing graphic vs. alphanumeric

displays is sparse and the results ar.e contradictory (Tulli.s,1981;

DeSanctis, 1984). Some studies have shown display type had no effectI,!

h
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on performance. For example, Vicino and Ringel (1966) found that the

timeliness and accuracy of decisions made in a tactical military

scenario did not vary with graphics vs. alphanumeric presentation

methods, In addition, Nawrocki (1973) found no significant advantages

to kither graphics or alvhanumerics when subjects were required to

remember information presEnted in a previous problem solving task.

In several instances, the superiority of alphanumerics has been

demonstrated. Lincoln and Cahill (1965) found that subjects could more

quickly detect "out of rolerar:e" conditions when system values were

displayed with numbers rather than with analog meter gauges.

Manipulating display duration did not effect results - performance on

alphanumeric displays was superior across durations. A study by Grace

(1966) also demonstrated the superiority of alphanumeric presentation

of information in a task that tested information recall. Subjects

presented with alphanumeric inf.onration on aircraft flight profiles

scored higher on post-presentation tests than subjects given the same

information in a graphic form. Remington and Williams (1986)

demonstrated the superiority of aiphanumeric characters in a visual

search task. Subject reaction times were significantly faster for

both present/ absent responses when the search target was an

alpbanumeric symbol instead of a graphic symbol. Error rates (saying a

target was presant when it was not and vice versa) were also lower when

the target was an alphanumeric symbol. In addition, when new "markers"

that represented additional information were added to the original

target symbols, reaction times to all symbols increased but the

increase was substantially greater for the graphic symbols.

, !rA'rvr~r
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There is a body of evidence, however, that has demonstrated the

superiority of graphic displays. Crawford (1977) reviewed several

studies that encompassed a wide range of skills and tasks. In each

case, greater transfer of training occured when initial subject

training utilized interactive computer based graphics rather than

conventional training methods (i.e. textbooks and workbooks). Stock

and Watson (1984) showed interpretation of financial indicators was

facilitated by graphical presentatiin of information vs the

conventional tabular presentation format. Tullis (1981) reports

similar results when subjects were asked to interpret the results of a

diagnostic test performed or. a telephone system. The evaluation

measuzed speed and accuracy of the subjects' interpretation of the test

results presented in two graphic (black-and-white or color) or two

alphaniumeric (narrative or structured) formats. Accuracy did not vary

across format but speed did. Response times for both graphic formats

were consistently shorter than those of the narrative format and

Initially for the structured format as well. However, after

considerable practice, RTs for the structured format did approach those

for the graphics conditions. Tullis concluded that graphics certainly

enhances performance for little practiced subjects and that this

benefit is evident in very practiced subjects as well.

It is difficult to derive any general guidelines that might direct

design decisions from such mixed empirical results, especially since

the data come from such diverse tasks. Such guidelines have been

proposed (see Tullis, 1983). However, the utility of such an approach
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is questionable. Working within the framework of a theorerical model

seems a much more promising approach.

Theoretical Approaches

Wickens (1984a) proposes the use of principles from Multiple

Resource Theory (MRS) to optimize display design. The theoretical

works of Kahneman (1973), Norman and Bobrow (1975) and Navon and Gopher

(1979) serve as the underpinnings of MRS. The theory assumes that an

inferred underlying commodity, of limited availability, called

Reso.urges, enables performance of a task. In a multi-task situation,

each task must compete for resources, which may result in performance

decrements. But unlike Kahneman (1973) who assumes that there is one

central pool of resources with satellite structures, MRS supposes that

h ,o possess svera f. .dapadi . W "WI'wLL LeSUU Ik r;C PL Up t

(Wickens, 1984b). Therefore, tasks will interfere more if more of the

resotrces required to accomplish each task are shared. Wickens (1984a)

has defined these different resources along three dichotomous

dimensions: 1) Stage (Encoding/Central Processing vs. Responding); 2)

Code (Spatial vs. Verbal); ana 3) Modality (Visual vs. Auditory).

Multi-compcnent displays should tap different resources in order to

optimize operator performance. Since the present cask requires a

single decision to be made based on iuformation presented only visually

from multiple displays, the MRS approach is not applicable to the

present situation.

MacGregor and Slovic (1986) have proposed use of the Brunswik

(1956) lens model to determine optimal display format in a multiple cue

situation. The model is based on three elements that are present in S
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any choice or decision situation: the stimulus cues, the correct

response or answer, and the subject's response. Several aspects of

performance such as stimulus diagnostic power, subject accuracy and

achievement, subject consistency, and how well the subject's task

strategy "matches" the optimal task strategy cart be determined from

regression equations and multiple correlation calculations between the

basic elements (Dudycha and Naylor, 1966). MacGregor and Slovic (1986)

demonstrated the viability of using a lens model approach to evaluate

different graphic display types.

Sorkin and Weldon (unpublished) applied general principles from

the Theory of Signal Detection (TSD) to the problem of evaluating the

effects of different visual display formats on performance (Green and

Swets, 1974). They selected a diagnostic decision task to compare the

accuracy of detection performance on two different analog displays and

one type of digital display.

Subjects viewed raulti-element visual displays on a computer

monitor. Either 1, 2, i, 9, or 16 elements comprised each ditplay.

The elements were either two digit numbers (e.g. -0.5, 1.6) or meter-

type analog gauges. Element arrangement was also manipulated. The

elements were arranged in a horizontal line or in a square matrix

array. After viewing each multi-element display tor the defined

observation interval, subjects had to report whether the displayed

elements had been generated from one of two possible underlying normal

distributions - the "signal" or the "noise" distribution. The display

element values presented on each trial were generated according to

statistical rules determined by whether a signal-plus-noise or noise-

A %A
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alent condition was present. Each display element value was generated

independently and all elements were generated from the same

distribution on each trial. The "signal" distribution had a mean

value of 0.85 and the "noise" distribution had a mean value of zero.

Possible element values ranged from -2.0 to 2.0. The variance of each

distribution was equal to unity. Consequently, the "signal" condition

produced larger average values than the "noise" condition. The task

was thus formally identical to a conventional signal detection task in

which a subject must make a signal (yes) or non-signal (no) response.

TSD makes strong predictions about maximum ov "ideal" performance

for a single display element case. Performance for an ideal

statistical observer (d'ideal) is given by the difference between the

means of the signal and noise distributions divided by their standard

deviation (Green and Swets, 1974). So in the Sorkin and Weldon study:

d'ideal - 0.85 / 1.0 - 0.85 Ml

How do subjects aggregate information from the multiple element

displays? An appropriate statistic (one that is monotonic with the

likelihood ratio basis of TSD) is the sum of the observations made on

the individual elements. Since all display values are independently

generated from either the signal or the noise distribution on each

trial, the mean of this sum statistic would equal "n" times the mean of

the distribution of each element sampled on that trial, where "n" is

the number of elements sampled. Using the above example, this Sum

statistic would have a mean of 0.85n on the signal trials and a mean of

zero on the noise trials. The standard deviation of the sum statistic

~un~as.a~usru.ua~ax~u~sd~innn.a.------------------------------------........ - -- -- -- -
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would be nI/2. The difference between the means of the signal and noise

distributions divided by their standard deviation equals

0.85n / n1 / 2  [2]

thus d'(ideal) - 0.85nI/ 2 . So ideal performance in a multi-element

display will increase with nI/ 2 (assuming the ideal ooserver can

combine the independent observation decisions with no information loss)

(Green and Swets, 1974).

Several empirical tests of chis performance prediction have been

accomplished and results within the visual domain show general

agreement with the nI/ 2 prediction (see Swets, 1984). These empirical

results have also led to the development of mathematical models of

awl cb e, c signal. __ ____ _. .n1aa aLJILVICVL U .tLUL L

deviations from ideal behavior. Swets (1984) conducted a thorough

review of these experiments and of the various models developed for

detection performance. Swets' (1984) review argued that TSD analysis

was a useful approach to compare a-A rontrast data from quite different

experiments. It also showed there was general agreement with the nl/2

performance prediction across a wide range of experimental data.

Based on those data, Sorkin and Weldon predicted that performance

in their experiment would increase as a function of the number of

display elemenits, but not necessarily at the square root of n rate for

all experimental display formats and conditions. If the subject

encountered some processing interference among the various display

elements, then perfoxmance could '-R less than ideal. A non optimu,

combination rule applied to the measure made on each display element
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would also result in less than ideal performance. The presence of some

additional internal noise common to several display elements could

cause performance to deviate from the ideal as well. In general, any

fixed source of subject variability or internal noise would result in

performance reaching an asymptotic level as n is increased.

The concept of internal noise is a central feature of the

Partitioned Variance Model (Robinson, Grantham, and Berg, 1986; Berg,

1987; and Sorkin, Robinson, & Berg, 1987). It offers an explanation

for human performance increases at less than the predicted nl/ 2 rate.

During the detection process, a human observer may suffer from

additional sources of noise other than that associated with the signal

(external noise) itself. For the Parti-ioned Variance Model, the

per.formance equation is given by:

d'(rn) - (Ms+n Mn)/(Vext/n + Vp/n .4. Vc)1/ 2  [3]

where internal noise is added at two stages: V is noise added before

the decision stacistic is formed ("peripheral" noise) and Vc is added

after the decision is formed ("central" noise). The model assumes

internal noise is added independently to each observation and a

decision statistic is formed by averaging the n "noisy " observations.

This is represented by the Vp term. The Vc term represents variability

caused by decision criterion uncertainty, fluctuations of response

bias, or memorial factors associated with the decision statistic.

Central noise, Vc, is not dependent on the number of observations and

is added to the decision statistic before this statistic is compared to

the decision criterion (Berg, 1987).

. . . .. . .
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Sorkin and Weldon also predicted that short duration displays,

while allowing the aggregation of infcrmation from all the display

elements, might result in reduced performaace. They further

hypothesized that if complete subject processing of display data was

truncated by short duration stimulus presentations, then ',rformance

identical to that from a multi-element display having fewer elements

would result. In other words, performance with short duration displays

would increase as a function of the square root of the numbet of

display elements and then reach an asymptotic value at some maxim•uTt

value of n. Determining the asymptotic level of performance and the

associated display duration for the various display formats and

arrangements was a goal of the Sorkin and Weldon experiment.

Two general results obtained by Sorkin and Weldon provided

justification for use of d' as a summary mcasure of subject

performance. First, the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)

generated were consistent with TSD assumptions. The ROC curves

appeared roughly symmetric, with approximately equal signal plus noise

and noise variance on the decision statistic. Detectabilities implied

by the rating data were consistent with values obtained in a yes/no

task. Second, in many of the conditions tested, subject performance

was very close to performance predicted for an ideal observer. Sorkin

and Weldon concluded that this implied that in many conditions the

subjects were able to utilize all the available information in the

display then making the required detection decision.

Their results also showed a marked difference in performance

between display formats. At the lcngest duration, 1020 ms, actual

-a.a A RVRhz it. f f b. M % A-1. -
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performance closely approximated the ideal function for all display

types. The greatest deviation occured when 9 or 16 elements were

presented; the deviation from ideal was greatest in the numerical

display, followed by the analog square array and by the liieaL analog.

As display duration was decreased, performance continued to approximate

the ideal function but asymptoted at different levels depending on

display type. For example, performance on the numerical display at 255

ms seemed to asymptote at the N - 4 display element level. Except for

the linear analog case which appeared independent of display duration,

the nuwber of display elements at asymptote decreased in an orderly

fashion as display duration was decreased.

Sorkin and Weldon drew several conclusions from the data. First,

depending on the display format and duration, subjects are able to

aggregate information from as many as sixteen displays elements.

Second, performance increased at close to the ideal rate up to

different asymptotic levels, depending on the display format and

display duration. Third, information was processed more efficiently

from analog gauges. Finally, at short durations, information

accumulation was highly dependent on display element arrangement.

Th~ Present ExterLment

One goal of the present experiment is to replicate the results

obtained by Sorkin and Weldon. The same methodology will be employed

with the following exceptions. The present experiment adds a linear

numeric display format condition. This condition will allow for direct

comparisons between linear analog and numeric formats. Also, Sorkin

and Weldon used display values that ranged from -2.0 to 2.0. In order



to eliminate the possibility that subjects were simply using the signs

of the display values and not evaluating the actual element values to

make their detection decision, only positive display values will be

used in the present study.

Another difference in the present experiment is the

counterbalancing scheme employed. The Sorkin and Weldon experiment

tested one type of display format at a time. Manipulations of display

duration and number of display elements were counterbalanced across

blocks within a fixed display type. So subjects completed work with

one type of display format, e.g. linear analog gauges, before being

exposed to a different format. The present experiment was partitioned

by display duration. Manipulations of display format and n~uber of

display elements were counterbalanced across blocks within a fixed

display duration. Once all conditions had been tested, display

duration was then shortened. This counterbalancing scheme should

minimize carryover practice effects caused by back-to-back

presentations of similar stimuli.

One other manipulation of the Sorkin and Weldon paradigm was

accomplished. Because of the simple makeup and homogeneous nature of

display elements employed in this study, it was expected that the total

vinual angle covered by the display, rather than the density of the

individual element displays, would be the main factor in determining

how much information can be aggregated from the display within a given

display duration. Consequently, two different display densities were

be used. In one condition, the distance between elements was fixed at

approximately 37.5 '. Thus, a larger number of display elements would
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result in a greater total visual angle. In a second condition, the

total visual angle was fixed at approximately 12.5 . In this case, a

larger number of display elements would result in tighter spacing

between the elements, down to approximat:ely 21 ' for the n - 16

condition.

The main goal of the experiment was to determine how information

is processed from a multi-element display when there was insufficient

time to fully process 511 the information provided. The objective was

to determine whether subjects continue to process information trom all

display elements, but at a degraded level, or whether subjects process

information only from some asymptotic number of elements that is

dependent on display type and display duration, and do not acquire

information from the rest of the display. In addition. display desigwn

would be greatly facilitated if it could be determined whether

information from some display elements weighs more heavily in the

observers' decision than information from other elements in a display.

An analytic procedure developed by Robinson et al. (1986) was used

to accomplish this objective (Berg, 1987). The procedure allows

estimation of the relative contribution of each element in the stimulus

display to the observer's decision statistic. This factor includes the

effects of internal noise, attentionr and response weight on the

observer's decision. Sorkin, Robinson & Berg (1987) employed this

method to estimate the relative contribution of each temporal position

of a sequence of tones. The total number of tones in the sequence was

varied from two to ten. The results clearly showed that the last tone

in the sequence contributed the most to the decision. The first tones
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in the sequence were the next most influentiol and the middle tones

were least influential. This pattern was repeated for all possible

tone lengths, n.

In the current experiment, distinct differences were predicted in

the estimates of the relative contribution for each display position

for different display types and arrangements. Because physiological

data such as eye movement distances and patterns were not collected, no

inferences about scanning patterns employed in searching the different

types of displays could be made. However, estimates of the element

contributions for the numeric linear display format were predicted to

increase from left to right. This same pattern of results was also

predicted to hold for the linear analog format, but to a lesser extent.

For the square analog displays, it was hypothesized that the gauges at

the center of the array near the fixation point would make the greatest

contribution and that the contribution would decrease towards the

periphery. This same pattern was hypothesized to characterize the

square numeric format as well.

lol
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METHOD

This study has two goals. The first goal is to evaluate a TSD-

based method for comparing different types of visual display codes and

formats. Actual subject performance will be compared to TSD

predictions. Parameter estimates for the Partitioned Variance Model

wili also be obtained. The second goal is to determine how subjects

aggregate information from multi-element visual displays when display

duration is too short to allow for full processing of all display

information. Do subjects process information from all display elements

aL a reduced level, or is information processed trom only a subset of

the display elements while the others aru ignored?

Two experiments, each comprised of two phases, were conducted. The

second experiment, which was essentially a replication of the first,

additionally assessed the effects of display density (spacing) on

performance. The first phase of each experiment evaluated ditferent

visual display formats and codes within a TSD framework. The second

phase of each experiment attempted to determine how subjects aggregate

information at truncated display durations.

Subiects

Four female undergraduates served as subjects. All subjects had

normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Subjects were paid an hourly

kýL t* Ju
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wage plus a performance bonus for accuracy. Subjects were tesced in

two-hour sessions for approximately ten weeks.

SOne. The experimental task employed was a diagnostic

decision task. On each trial, subjects viewed a multi-element visual

display. The value for each display element was generated from one of

two possible underlying normal distributions - the "Signal" or the

"Noise" distribution. Mhe subject's task was to determine which

distribution had generated the display values on that trial. Subjects

were instructed to try and use all of the information present during

each trial. However, the experimenter gave no specific instructions or,

how to combine or integrate that information in order to make a

decision. Subject instructions made it clear tnat tor each trial a]l.

display values would come from the same distribution. Subjects clearly

understood that about half of the trials would be Signal trials and

that each display element value was generated independently. Subjects

were also explicitly informed that the display values possible for both

the Signal and Noise condition could span the range of allowable values

( 0.0 to 4.0 in 0.1 increments), but the average value for the Signal

condition was 2.4 and the average value of the Noise condition was 1.6.

No information concerning distribution standard deviation was provided-

Subjects responded by pressing one of four possible buttons

labeled 'DEFINITELY NOISE," "PROBABLY NOISE," "PROBABLY SIGNAL." or

"DEFINITELY SIGNAL." Subjects received performance feedbLck on the

computer monitor at the end of each trial. Subjects were tested in

pairs. Each pair of subjects received the same stim Li on each trial,
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but subjects were unable to view the other subject's computer monitor,

response selection, or feedback information.

A trial sequence consisted of the following events. A small

fixation dot appeared in the center of the screen, for 1000 ms. Five

hundred milliseconds after fixation offset, the display(s) appeared for

the appropriate duration. The entire screen was then olanked with a

white masking screen for 1000 ms. Subjects had five seconds to respond

from masking screen offset. Reaction time was not measured. Feedback

as to whether the response was correct was then given at the bottom of

the monitor screen. For each trial, the trial type (Signal or Noise),

actual element values, and subject response were recorded. Subjects

were given two minute rest breaks after each block, except between

blocks four and five where a five minute rest break was given.

Aoparatus

Stimuli were presented on IBM Personal Computer color monitors

driven by a PC's Limited AT personal computer. Subjects sat 23 inches

from the monitor in a dimly lit, sound isolated experimental chamber

and recorded their decisions on handheld response boxes.

Monitors were adjusted for maximum contrast and a luminance of 27

footlamberts with the white blanking mask covering the screen. Because

of the way in which the displays were generated, luminance varied for

each different displays condition and for each different number of

possible displays. However, in all cases the individual elements were

completely legible at all display durations. Spragg and Rock (1952)

reported that for high contrast displays, increases in luminance above

a minimum level does not result in increments in dial readingAp 0-APLflAA L%-1Ab^. L t A i
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performance, so the luminance confound was not expected to contaminate

results. The background illuminance level of the experimental chamber

was 1.8 foot-candles.

Two display types were tested in the experiment: (1) two-digit

numerical displays elements (digits) that were 0.25 inches high (visual

angle - 0.6250) by 0.375 inches wide (0.9340); and (2) analog (meter

type) display elements Lhat were 0.375 inches wide (0.9340), and 1.25

inches high (3.110). No numbers were displayed with the analog gauges.

The reading for each gauge was represented by a bright white bar across

the gauge. Tickmarks (one for every 0.5 increment) along the side of

each gauge aided value determination. Displays presented were

comprised of 1,- 2, 4, 9, or 16 elements.

The display elements appeared in two formats: linear horizontal

or square matrix array. In the square matrix array format, the gauges

were centered on the display with an equal number of displays in the

rows and columns. For both presentation formats the distance between

the display elements was fixed, therefore, the greater the number of

elements in the display, the greater the total visual angle covered by

the display. Maximum visual angle measurements were: Horizontal -

12.86 degrees, Vertical - 14.62 degrees, for thc sixteen element square

matrix array condition; and Horizontal - 22.44 degrees for Uhe sixteen

element linear horizontal condition.

Display values were generated as follows. On each trial the

computer randomly selected a deviate value for each display element

from a normal distribution that had a mean of 1.6 and a standard

deviation of 0.89. The computer then randomly determined whether a
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signal would be present (probability of signal - 0.5) on that. trial. If

a Signal was chosen, then 0.8 was added to each generated value.

Possible gauge values ranged from 0.0 to 4.0 in 0.1 increments. If a

generated value exceeded these limits, then that display element was

assigned the boundary value (this occurred less than five percent of

the time). Therefore, the display values possible for both the Signal

and Noise condition could span the range of allowable values, but the

average va].ue for the Signal condition was 2.4 and the average value of

the Noise condition was 1.6.

Display durations of 1000 ins, 500 ms, 233 ins, and 117 ms were used

for analog gauges. Display durations of 1000, 500, and 233 ms were

used in the numerical display conditions. The 11;' ins duration was

omitted due to chance perform-ance leel. purposc -. . pro.rc. 5^-z.clY

shortening the display duration was two-fold: (1) to assess the

differential effects of display duration on display type, format and

number; (2) to determine the display durations to be used in the second

phase of the experiment. Practice trials were conducted at the 1000 ms

duration. Two hundred practice trials (two blocks) of each possible

display were administered. Because practice effects were still clearly

evident, the first two blocks of 500 ms trials were considered as

practice trials as well and were not considered in the data analysis.

Due to time constraints, subjects received practice in the single

element display condition, but the single element case was eliminated

in the testing phase.

Testing was conducted In 100 trial blocks. Display format, number

of display elements, and display duration was constant for each block.
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Eight blocks were completed during each two hour session. The 500 ms

condition was tested first. All testing was completed at one duration

before shortening display duration. Order of display presentation was

counterbalanced such that each display f appeared twice each day.

Each possible Number of Display Elements, U, also appeared twice each

day. Subjects received two blocks (200 trials) of each possible

display combination, except at the 117 ms duration, when only 100

trials were administered.

Phase L. The procedure. counterbalancing, trial .quence,

stimuli, and instructions given to the subjects in the second phase of

the experiment were identical to those used in Phase One. However, the

displays were always compriscd of nine (9) elements. The display

durations used insured that all informatton available from the nine

elements could not be fully utilized. These asymptotic performance

display durations were determined for ea..h display format from data

collected in the first phase of the experiment. A display duration of

117 ms for the both analog formats and a display duration of 233 ms for

both numeric formats was used. Twelve blocks (1200 trials) for each

display format were conducted to facilitate accurate parameter

estimation.

ExoeriMent 2

Two male and two female subject; were used. All subjects had

normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Compensation was identical to

Z
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that received by subjects in Experiment 1. Subjects were tested in

daily two-hour blocks for six weeks.

aats & rrocedures

This was an exact replication of the first experiment except for

the following. bisplay density was changed such that equal visual

eccentricity was provided in both the linear and square matrix array

display formats. In the linear format with more tharn one display, the

two outer positions were always filled. For display sizes greater than

two, the displays were equally spaced between the two outer display

elements. For display sizes greater than two in the square matrix

array format, the four corner positions of the array were always filled

and the remaining elements were equally spaced between the tour corner

elements. This density will be hereafter referred to as the Total

Visual Angle (VIA) condition.

Subjects were seated 41.6 inches away from the monitors. This

resulted in a maximum visual angle of: Horizontal - 12.86 degrees; and

Vertical - 8.23 degrees.

All practice trials were conducted at 1000 ms duration. A total

of 400 practice trials of each possible condition were administered.

Data for the single element condition was collected in this experiment

at all durations. During Phase 2 of this experiment, data over 20

blocks or 2000 trials ppr display type was collected in order to allow

more precise parameter estimation.
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RESULTS

Performance was greatly affected by display type and arrangement,

the number of display elements, and display duration. The effects of

display type, number of display elements and display duration for each

display density condition were highly significant. Table A! contains a

synopsis of the ANOVA results.

The standard error of the data points for each condition from an

individual subject was typically 0.2 d' units or less. In general, the

plots of individual subject data were similar across all experimental

conditions. The slopes of the functions, the level of pertormance on

different display formats, and the number of elements at which the

functions reach asymptote were similar and consistent for all subjects.

Consequently, averaged subject data will be rnported.

Figures 1 through 6 are plots of log d' vs. log n, showing the

performance measure d' as a function of n, averaged over the four

subjects in each display density condition for the 500 ms, 233 ms, and

117 ms durations, respectively. The ideal square-root-of-n function has

been added to each figure. Several aspects of the data are evident

from these figures. In Figures 1 and 2, for both display density

conditions, the data points closely match the ideal function initially,

but quickly fall below ideal performance levels. The amount of

deviation from the ideal increases as the number of display elements is
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increased. Greater deviation is evident in the numeric formats, with

the square numeric format exhibiting the greatest deviation. These

deviations are more evident in the Total Visual Angle (TVA) display

density condition. For both display density conditions, the linear

analog format shows the least deviation from ideal performance.

Differences in performance across display formats are better

illustrated in Figures 3 ana 4, which show the data for the 233 ms

duration. Performance in the linear analog format in both density

conditions continues to increase as the number of display elements is

increased. Performance in the square analog condition appears to have

reached asymptote by 9 elements. Performance in the two numeric

formats appears to asymptote around 2 elements.

In Figures 5 and 6, which show the data for the 117 ms duration,

perfcrimance in the square analog condition now appears Lo asympLote by

4 elements. Performance itt the linear analog condition, while

deviating more from the ideal, still continues to increase as the

number of display elements is increased. Except for the linear analog

condition (for both display densities), the number of elements at

asymptote decreases in an orderly and consistent fashion as the display

duration is shortened.

The Partitioned Variance Model was evaluated by making least-

squares estimations of the peripheral and central internal variance

parameters for the averaged subject d2ta for all display conditions at

all display durations. In every case, the resultant estimate for the

Vp term was a negative number. We also fit the data to a model with a

p [
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s...xgIe fixced intarnal variance parameter. The resultant performance

equation can be written:

d!,)- (m2 - ml-) / (vet/n + v~f) 1/2 [4)

where Vf represents a fixed variance term that is not dependent on the

number of display e).em~nts. This equation provided a reasonable fit to

the daca. for all. of the possilble display conditions at all display

durations, although the fits were better for some display conditions

than others. Two representative examples are depicted in Figure 7. It

shows the plot of d' vs n for averaged subject data. The prediction ofI

the fixed variance equation and the resultant Vf value for the two

conditions are shown. Vf values and the maximum arnd average absolute

deviations of the fit to th;! d~z:A for each condition are lin~ed i

Table 1.

The analytical procedure from Robinson et al. (1986) was used to

estimate whether some display elements weigh more heavily in aI

subject's decision thl-an information fromn other elements in the display.

The basic reasoning behind the analysis is as follows: R~ecall that: on

each trial, the st'bJect views the display and responds "Signal" or

"Noise." For a single element display, the response is made byI

Comparing the displayed yalue, x i (where x is of the 4]. possible

dis;play values; 0.0 to 4.0 in 0.1 increments), against some decision

criterion, C. Lf x~ < C, then the response is 'noise." If xi > C,I

then the response i, "sianal ." For an. ideal observer, having no

internal noise, the probability function p("signal"/xj), relating the

prGbability of responding "signal" given display value xwould be a
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Table i. Fixed Va. iance Model parameter estimates i*,r Vf, total
internal, variance, for each display condition and d '.ay duration
expressed in display units. The maximum and average absolute
deviations of the model fit to the data for each condition are
included.

Duration Display Max Average
LLD.M Conditicn 2f Dev D"

500 Linear Analog UD* 0.066 0.098 0.071
500 Linear Analog TVA* 0.039 0.110 0.063
500 Square Analog UD 0.228 0.150 0.109
500 Square Analog TVA 0.179 0.235 0.108
500 Linear Numeric UD 0.223 0.123 0.073
500 Linear Numeric TVA 0.258 0.173 0.114
500 Square Numeric UD 0.343 0.308 0.148
500 Square Numeric TVA 0.493 0.319 0.144
23-3 Linear Analog UD 0.056 0.132 0.082
233 Linear Analog TVA 0.053 0.143 0.102
233 Square Analog UD 0.200 0.373 0.210
233 Square Analog I'VA 0.224 0.124 0.091
233 Linear Numeric UD 0.316 0.163 0.117
233 Linear Numeric TVA 0.464 0.207 0.110
233 Square Numeric LD 0.594 0.136 0.086
233 Square Numeric TVA 0.925 0.271 0.120
117 Linear Analog UD 0.145 0.250 0.149
117 Linear Analog TVA 0.055 0.277 0.161
117 Square Analog UO 0.342 0.399 0.253
117 Square Analog TVA 0.341 0.143 0.105

*UD - Uniform Density
*TVA - Constant Total Visual Angle
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"step function. That is, when xj < C, the ideal always responds

.noise." When xX > C, the ideal always responds "signal." Deviations

from this step function can be attributed to internal noise. In

general, this function will have the form of a cumulative normal

probability distribution, where the magnitude of the internal noise is

related to the standard deviation of the function. The standard

deviation of this function can be obtained by a least squares fit of

the data to a cumulative normal probability function. If the slope of

the resulting ogive were small, we could conclude that the subject's

response appeared to be nearly independent of the value of the display

element. Conversely, if the slope of the ogive were large, we could

conclude that the subject's response was highly dependent on the value

of the display element. When applied to each element of a multi-

element display, this analysis yields estimates of the -slope of the

ogive for each display position; these slopes provide an index of the

relative contribution of each element to the decision statistic ( Berg,

1987 has a more complete discussion of the assumptions and limitations

of the method).

In order to make the slope estimates, the 41 possible display

values for each display element position were assigned to 13 bins. The

width of each bin, except for the first and last bins which were 0.3

display units wide, was 0.2 display units. The SAS Institute, Inc.

Categorical Data Modeling (CATMOD) procedure was used to estimate the

slope parameter for each element. CATMOD uses a weighted-least-squares

method to minimize the weighted residual sum of squares when estimating

parameters. Figure 8 depicts theoretical probability functions

, . ... ~ ~~~~~~~....... ........ ....... |. . . . .. ......
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generated from tha parameter estimates calculated for element position

Four and Five for observer TZ in the Square Numeric (Constant Total

Visual Angle) condition at a display duration of 233 ms. Comparison of

these theoretical curves to actual data points indicate reasonable fits

to the data when the response function was both highly dependent on

display value (element five, labeled "central element") or when the

response appeared nearly independent of the display values (element

four, labeled "peripheral element").

Figures 9 through 16 depict averaged slope estimates obtained for

each display position for each experimental condition. The ordinate of

each figure is the slope associated with the display element at each

display position (in units of l/bins). Differences between display

types are readily apparent. Results for the Linear Numeric formats are

shown in Figures 9 and 10. The major contribution to the subjects'

responses came from the three elements in the center of the display.

The three elements at the extreme right and extreme left of the display

had relatively little influence. Planned comparisons of slope values

utilizing the CATMOD CONURAST procedure indicated that the slope values

of the center three elements was significantly higher than the slope

values of the rest of the display elements for each subject (p < .001).

Figures 11 and 12 depict the Linear Analog conditions. Now it appears

that information from many of the elements has an influence on the

response. While the three center positions still had a significantly

greater slope value for six of the 8 subjects, the difference was not

as great as in the Linear Numeric condition (typically p < .05). Two

subjects showed no significant differences.
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Figures 13 and 14 depict results from the Square Analog conditions

and Figures 15 and 16 show results from the Square Numeric conditions.

A picture similar to that in the linear arrangement einergcs:

information is accrued from many display elements in the analog

displays, while from just one element in the numeric displays. A

planned comparison analysis showed that for the square numeric

conditions, tne display position with the highest slope (usually the

center position) had a significantly greater slope value than any of

the other elements (p < .001 for seven of the 8 subjects). This was

not the case for the square analog condition. When the two greatest

slope values were compared, no significant differences were found for

five of the 8 subjects. For the three remaining subjects, the

differences were not as great as in the Square Numeric condition

(p < .05, p < .02, p < .004).
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DISCUSSION

Display duratinn and display format greatly influenced subject

performance. Peiformance increased at close to the ideal rate up to

difforent asymptotic levels that depended on display format and display

duration. Using some display formats, subjects were able to aggiegate

information from as many as sixteen display elements. In many longer

duration and small number of element conditions, subjects were able to

use all the information available to make their decision. In this

task, subjects can more efficiently process information from analog

display elements. When the display duration is short, the amount of

infotmation that may be obtained from a display is highly dependent on

the arrangement of the display elements.

It is not surprising that subjects were better able to aggregate

information from display elements that were arranged in a linear format

compared to a square matrix array format. Obviously, only one row of

displays had to be scanned in the linear format, compared to as many as

four rows in the square matrix array formst. The fact that the same

number of element.s arranged in a square matrix array covered more

display area than the same number of elements presented linearly may

have also contributed to the disparity in performance levels (see

Tullis (1983) for a discussion of "local density" and its effects on

performance).

II



Comparisons of the present results to those obtained in the Sorkin

and Weldon study demonstrate that the order of stimulus presentation

has little effect on performance. The overall performance levels of

the twP studies are very similar. The effects of display type,

arrangement, and display duration on detection performance are also

similar and consistent. In psychophysical experiments such as this,

the order of stimulus presentation appears to have little or no

influence on performance.

An interesting result of the display format comparison is that

performance approximates the ideal up to different asymptotic levels

for all display conditions. Shortening the display duration appears to

effect performance by reducing the number of display elements that can

be processed by the subject, not by reducing the amount of information

in the displays. This hypothesis is supported by data obtained using

the Robinson et al. (1986) analytical procedure. When processing

information from digital displays, only a few central elements seem to

influence a subject's decision. The subject's response is highly

dependent on the values presented at these central elements positions.

For the remaining spatial positions, a subject's response is

essentially independent of the value presented. These "peripheral"

elements had little or no influence on a subject's response.

When information is processed from analog displays, a greater

number of elements seem to have a bearing on a subject's decision.

Fewer elements can be considered to be "peripheral" in an infoxmationr

processing sense. For a given display duration. a greater number of

analog display elements can be sufficiently processed to influence the
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subject's decision. Being able to consider more elements in a given

amount of time increases the probability of a correct response. This

may partially account. for higher performance with analog displays.

Further support for this hypothesis could be gained by showing

that the number of influential elements decreases as the display

duration is decreased. Because this study used a single display

duration for each display type when evaluating the relative influence

of each spatial position, additional research is needed to test this

hypothesis.

The Robinson et al. (1986) analytical procedure proved to be a

useful method for assessing the relative importance of specific spatial

elements of a multi-element display. It showed clearly that some

elements in a multi-element display have more inrfluence on a deciie

than other display elements. The relative influence of a particular

spatial element and the total number of elements that influence the

decision also appears to be highly dependent on display type and

arrangement.

Why is performance in this task better with analog displays than

with digital displays? It may be that the digital displays require

additional encoding or decoding to transform them into an internally

usable form. The analog displays may be processed faster because they

impose easier or feweL conversion operations. A study by Hanson et al.

(19R1) supports such an hypothesis. In a study comparing check reading

performance with numerical and analog displays, digital displays

yielded significantly longer detection times. Performance with digital

displays was also more sensitive to several other experimental
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manipulations including the number of display elements to be monitored.

These results are consistent with those of the present experiment. In

terms of the visual processing model proposed by Treisman (1986), it

may be that the descriptions stored in the "recognition network" must

be accessed to allow for full processing of digital displays. This

"recognition network" specifies the critical aspects of familiar

perceptual objects, allowing access to their names, their likely

behavior and their current significance. It is possible that digital

elements must be more fully "named" or decoded prior to being

transformed into a more internally usable form.

Robinson, Grantham, and Berg's (1986) Partitioned Variance Model

was not supported by least-squares model fits to the averaged data. In

every case, the resultant estimate for the V term was a negative

number. This indicates that performance with a small number of

elements increases more rapidly than the ideal rate. This is

consistent with a model discussed by Nolte (1.967). This model suggests

that an observer who is initially uncertain about an aspect of the

signal (such as the average gauge value given signal), may exhibit

faster than nI/ 2 improvement in performance. In the present experiment

the observers were highly practiced and explicitly informed about the

value of the mean gauge readings. Thus, it seems unlikely that

uncertainty could account for the present result. Reasonable fits were

obtained to a simpler model having a single, fixed internal variance

term. The magnitude of this fixed variance term depended on the

display format and arrangement, but display density (element spacing)

had little effect on its value. The value of \Vf is a good summary
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indicator of performance, since it is the parameter that determines the

function's asymptotic value. It is likely that there are internal

noise sources of both peripheral and central origin. Much of the

peripheral noise associated with individual elements may not be

independent across elements. For example, if internal noise were

correlated across the display elements, then performance wculd not

continue to increase as the number of display elements was increased.

The assumption of correlated internal noise in the visual system is not

unreasonable, especially if one considers the processing of closely

spaced elements. The processes involved in transforming display

element information into internally usable form m;.y be susceptible to

interference from internal noise processes that are correlated across

adjacent spatial channels. Increasing the similarity or proximity of

the display elements or decreasing the display duration could increase

the effective correlation of the noise.

This study has shown that a TSD approach provides a useful

framework for investigating visual display information processing.

Detection theory methodology allows specification of important

parameters of visual display processing and facilitates the comparison

of different display types. The analytical procedure developed by

Robinson et al. (1986) allows for useful comparisons to be made between

different types and arrangements of visual displays. The method can be

used to assess the relati'Te importance of specific spatial elements of

a visual display and may provide insights into the manner by which an

observer accumulates information from visual displays. It is hoped
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that the knowledge gained from this approach can be used to aid the

design of practical visual display systems.
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Table Al. Synopsis of ANOVA results for both the Uniform Density and
Constant Total Visual Angle conditions. The error term used for the
hypotheses tests and P-values are listed.

Unlfo.f4 Density §ondltio

Sorce.t RE ZZa II S a Value 2!

Duration 2 1.137 16.18 0.0035
(error term - subject*duration)

Type 3 14.699 136.19 0.0001
(error term - subject*type)

Number 3 3.980 7.20 0.0091
(error term - subject*nuiaber)

C2nstaDt Total Visua A~ngle

So• DF RiEU S _ aVave

Duration 2 7.299 34.73 0.0005
(e~ror tir:-w - subject*duration) M

Type 3 25.348 49.26 0.0001
(error term - subject*type)

Number 3 24.941 34.77 0.0001
(error term - subject*number)

I
I.


